
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FEIERTAG 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

OCTOBER 3-DAY OF GERMAN UNITY I TAG DER EINHEIT 

German Unity Day (Tag der Deutschen Einheit) is annually held on October 3 to mark the 

anniversary of the nation's unification. It remembers when the Federal Republic of Germany and 

the Democratic Republic of Germany united to create one single, federal Germany on October 3, 

1990. 

Germany Unity Cay •s celebrated throughout Germany, tt1Ciud1ng abes such as Be<11n {PICtured above). 
~Stoekphoto.comlbtrenkel 

What do people do? 

Many people have a day off work and big public celebrations are organized. These include: 

• Speeches by politicians and other leaders. 

• Concerts. 

• Communal meals. 

• Food and culture presentations from Germany's regions. 

• Fireworks. 

Quick Facts 
German Unity Oay celebrates Germany's unification in 
1990. It is on October 3 each year. 

Local names 

Name Language 

Tag der Oeutschen Einheit German 

Day of German Unity English 

Day of German Unity 2012 
Wednesday, October 3, 2012 

Day of German Unity 2013 
Thursday, October 3, 2013 - ----

The celebrations' atmosphere is festive, welcoming and safe. Each year a different city hosts the national celebrations. Many mosques in Germany are open to the 

general public on October 3. This is an initiative to stimulate contact between Muslims and non-Muslims and to ·emphasize the role that Muslims played in forming 

modem Germany. German Unity Day is the only national holiday in Germany, as all other holidays are administered by the individual states. 

Public life 

German Unity Day is a public holiday in Germany so post offices, banks and many businesses are closed. Nearly all stores are closed, although a few may be open in 

some city areas. Bakeries, petrol stations and stores at railway stations, airports and near highways are often open. Public transport services may run as usual, at a 

reduced service or no service depending on where one lives or intends to travel. There may be some disruption to traffic around large celebrations. 

Symbols 

The Brandenburg Gate and the Berlin wall were two important symbols of Germany's division following World War II and Berlin's and Germany's unification in 1990. 

Images of the Brandenburg Gate and the Berlin wall's destruction are often displayed on German Unity Day. The German unification treaty also symbolizes the day 
and its meaning. 

Germany's flag is displayed, particularly on public buildings, on German Unity Day. This flag is three units high and five units wide and is divided horizontally into thirds. 

The top third is jet black, the middle third traffic red and the bottom third is gold. Together these colors represent the freedom of Germany as a whole and each of its 

people. In the past, the colors represented: the darkness of servitude (black); bloody conflict (red); and the light of freedom (gold). 


